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Abstract: The development of digital economy is conducive to empowering technological innovation and optimizing industrial structure, thus reducing the environmental pollution caused by industrial development. However, the development of digital economy also implies an increase in energy demand. Whether its impact on CO2 emissions is the same as or opposite to the Kuznets hypothesis in a "U-shaped" or "N-shaped" relationship, and whether there is a decoupling effect between the two, deserves further study. In this paper, we analyze the non-linear impact of digital economy on carbon emissions through literature research, and the possible decoupling relationship between the two. The decoupling is examined by two measures: velocity decoupling and quantity decoupling. In addition, the inter- and intra-regional variability of digital economy development and carbon emissions is analyzed through the Thiel index. The results of this study add to the empirical techniques and findings on the link between digital economy and carbon emissions, as well as provide theoretical references to support high-quality growth of digital economy and inter-regional cooperation in each region.

1. Introduction

China's economy has changed from rapid to high-quality development, and constructing a modern economic system has become an essential demand and strategic aim in order to accomplish rapid growth. At this point, China's digital economy industry is in an important period of scale expansion and value creation, based on the "Digital China" development strategy, based on the integration of artificial intelligence and big data, and other economic technologies to promote the construction of a multi-dimensional digital economy has become the trend of China's economy's high-quality development. In fact, China's digital economy is developing rapidly, and according to the scale of China's digital economy and the "14th Five-Year Plan" research report [1], the added value of China's digital economy industry reached 1,702,934 billion yuan in 2019, with an actual growth rate of 11.3%, and accounted for 17.2% of the national economy in the same period, which has become an important part of the current economic development. The China Digital Economy Development Report 2020 [2] points out that, in terms of regional development, the scale of the national digital economy development shows a trend of gradually decreasing from the southeast coast to the western inland. With the rise of the "cluster economy" in urban clusters, the economic agglomeration model of "going from point to surface, from line to piece" has emerged as the fundamental pattern of regional growth. How to achieve an effective match between the digital economy and the global aim of high-quality development is a practical issue that must be addressed quickly in China.

The growth of the digital economy opens up new possibilities for changing the geographical structure of economic output. Based on the rich connotation of the information revolution and factor reconfiguration, digital economy development breaks the traditional constraints of geographic conditions, information transmission, and time costs, and strengthens the free flow of technological-based production factors in the spatial scope, becoming one of the decisive locational factors for spatial economic layout. Simultaneously, sustaining stable growth in the digital economy entails an increase in energy demand, and China's carbon emission reduction objectives are unquestionably under significant strain and difficulty. China is a big contributor to climate change, making any effort to lessen its economy's reliance on fossil-fueled energy carriers all the more important [3,4]. As a great and responsible country, the Chinese government has also proposed a dual carbon target of "carbon peaking" by 2030 and "carbon neutral" by 2060 to control carbon emissions. The digital economy plays an important leading role in promoting economic and social development, and studies have shown that as an emerging economy, the digital economy has further enhanced the digitalization, networking, and intelligence of the economy and society through the new development of digital industrialization and digitalization of industry, and has shown good ecological enhancement while strongly promoting the economic development and innovation capacity of enterprises. role. Castro et al. [5] reviewed previous studies and concluded that combining digitalization with sustainable development will provide tremendous opportunities for creating a green economy and society.
and pave the way for achieving the SDGs.

As a result, it is both theoretical and practical to investigate the influence of regional digital economy development on carbon emissions in China. Decoupling theory has been used to different domains such as industrial development, tourism economy, agriculture, energy, and so on. Most earlier research on the digital economy and carbon emissions used model regression for empirical testing [6]. Incorporating decoupling theory into the research of digital economy development and carbon emission may investigate the dynamic link between the two and determine if digital economy development can contribute to environmental improvement, energy savings, and emission reduction. Meanwhile, diversified regional development methods (originating in the east, rising in the center, growing in the west, and rejuvenating in the northeast) demonstrate that China has considerable regional variances in economic level, industrial structure, and natural resource endowment. Therefore, in implementing the low-carbon economic transition, it is important to focus not only on the universality of development but also to consider the local heterogeneity of carbon emissions [7]. In order to broaden the scope of research on the decoupling effect of digital economy and CO2 emissions, and to fill the gap of this research topic by combining the disciplinary characteristics of regional economic and environmental sustainable development. This paper will focus on exploring the decoupling effect and regional heterogeneity of digital economy development and carbon emissions. Complementary empirical test research is conducted to provide a scientific basis and theoretical reference for promoting regional coordination, synergy, and joint development of the digital economy, reducing carbon emissions in each region, and promoting high-quality urban development. To sum up, the main contributions of this paper are as follows: first, as a relatively new concept, this paper constructs a digital economy development index system from four dimensions: digital infrastructure, digital financial development, digital industry development, and digital technology innovation, and selects the entropy method using time decay function processing to measure the level of digital economy development. Second, this paper analyzes the impact of digital economy development on carbon emissions from a regional perspective. On the one hand, the reasons for the differences in regional carbon emissions in China are explained. On the other hand, the black box of the decoupling relationship between digital economy development and carbon emissions is opened. This paper enriches the empirical research on the decoupling effect; it provides a new perspective and a feasible path to achieve the dual carbon target. Future carbon emission reduction policies can consider the integration of digital technology to achieve sustainable social development through digital emission reduction.

2. Literature review

2.1. Introduction to the decoupling method

People's demand for economic development has not only been limited to the speed of development but also to raise the quality of development to a higher level. The relationship between the development of the digital economy and the ecological environment has become a hot issue for academic research. The relationship between energy use or related CO2 emission and economic growth can be explored by many methods, such as simple regressions, correlation analysis, bivariate causality, panel cointegration, multivariate cointegration, unit root testing, variance decomposition and vector error correction modeling [8]. Among all available methods, decoupling is the best way to characterize the de-dependence of economic growth (GDP) on energy consumption, using the theory of "decoupling" to analyze the relationship between the development of each region or industry and its environmental impact (environmental pressure). The notion of decoupling was firstly introduced by Von [9]. Initially decoupling was defined as a state of rupture in the relationship between economic growth and the response to environmental shocks, and it was considered that a decoupling relationship exists between the two when the regional economy brings about the same or faster economic growth with lower resource consumption and environmental stress in a certain period of time. However, Zhang [10] firstly utilized the decoupling concept to explore the relationship between China’s energy-related CO2 emission and economic growth. This was the first application of decoupling theory in the environmental field. In 2002, the OECD [11] developed that concept into an indicator. Common measures of decoupling analysis can be divided into velocity decoupling and quantity decoupling. Velocity decoupling means that the rate of growth of environmental pollutants diverges from the rate of economic growth. If the rate of increase of environmental pollutants in a certain period is smaller than the rate of economic growth, the link between environmental pressure and economic performance has been broken and the two are decoupled. The most commonly used model is the Tapio decoupling model, which is the "Tapio decoupling index" and the corresponding decoupling status classification criteria proposed by Tapio [12] in his study of GDP growth and carbon emission changes in 15 EU countries. Quantitative decoupling refers to the tendency of the total increase of environmental pollutants to decrease with the process of economic growth, and the more commonly used is the environmental Kuznets curve [13], which analyzes the fluctuation of carbon emissions with economic growth by determining the existence of the inflection point [14,15]. The decoupling theory and the EKC hypothesis, both of which describe the dynamic relationship between economic development and environmental pollution, among which the decoupling theory reveals the correlation between economic development and whether environmental pressure changes synchronously, while the EKC hypothesis precedes the decoupling theory and
illustrates the non-linear relationship between environmental pollution and the level of economic development. Gradually, scholars have also combined the two measures and introduced them into the data analysis simultaneously [16], increasing the robustness of the decoupling effect.

Combining the above two theoretical understandings, the EKC hypothesis describes the non-linear relationship between economic development and resource and environmental loads, while the decoupling theory explains the synchronization (or lag) between the two in the process of sustainable development. If the EKC hypothesis and the decoupling theory can be effectively combined, the absolute and relative changes of digital economic development and environmental pollution can be explored to determine whether the decoupling status of cities lags behind economic growth, and finally provide directions for improving the green development of cities.

### 2.2. Study on the decoupling relationship between economic development and carbon emissions

Due to the rational decoupling positions with eight possible combinations, the Tapio decoupling method has been widely used by many researchers [17]. For example, Climent and Pardo [8] used the Taipo decoupling indicator to investigate the causal relationship between energy use and Spanish economic growth. The Taipo decoupling indicator was utilized by Freitas and Kaneko [18] to study the occurrence of a decoupling between Brazil's economic growth and energy-related CO2 emission over the period 2004-2009. That indicator was also used by Zhang and Wang [19] to study the decoupling status between GDP and energy-related CO2 emission in Jiangsu province during the period 1995-2009. Over time, scholars have enriched the research perspectives on decoupling effects. From a global perspective, some studies reveal the decoupling process between the global economy and carbon emissions as a key breakthrough point in the search for a global low-carbon economic development path [20].

Narrowing the scope further, the absolute decoupling and relative decoupling effects of economic development and CO2 emissions were observed in all GCC countries except Saudi Arabia [13]. Decoupling relationships between agricultural carbon emissions [21], industrial carbon emissions [7,22], and transportation [23] and regional economic growth are also found in different industry perspectives, and there are significant differences between regions. Jiang et al. [24] studied the relationship between CO2 emissions and the economy from a sectoral perspective by applying the Taipo decoupling method. In addition to this, decoupling theory is no longer limited to the study of carbon emissions, as Wang et al. [25] used the Tapio decoupling method to study the dependence of the economy on water use in Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou. This shows that the definition of economic development is being subdivided in the scope of the decoupling effect study, and is not limited to the level of economic development expressed in terms of GDP. The method has been applied more widely, including in studies of transportation, agriculture and industry, and management, enriching the application scenarios of quantitative decoupling and velocity decoupling.

### 2.3. Study on the decoupling relationship between the digital economy and carbon emissions

Green growth theory states that continued economic expansion is compatible with the ecology of our planet. This is because technological change and substitution will allow us to absolutely decouple GDP growth from resource use and carbon emissions. However, the theory is still assumed. The findings of empirical studies on resource use and carbon emissions do not support this assertion. [26] This leads us to ponder whether the growth of the digital economy can explain technological enhancements and thus environmental improvements. In academia, there are divergent opinions on the definition of the “digital economy”. From a qualitative point of view, the digital economy is also called the “new economy”. It is a special economic form that emphasizes the trading of goods and services in the digital form of new activities and new products [27,28].

The development of the digital economy is underpinned by technological upgrading, where the environmental improvement effects of the digital economy are one of the major ongoing concerns of both academic and practical communities. The digital economy is gradually becoming an important driver of regional low-carbon development [29], which not only significantly improves the efficiency level of the green economy in regional cities, but also has a positive spatial spillover effect on the efficiency of the green economy in neighboring regions [30]. At the same time, different boosting effects were generated in regions with different regional and industrial structures [31,32]. Some scholars have already started to explore the nonlinear influence effect of digital economy development on carbon emissions [33]. To create the economic agglomeration, Xiaoyang Li et al. [34] combined digital economy and carbon emission components into the standard production function and EKC curve analysis. To explain the non-linear relationship between digital economy development and spatial emission reduction and its mechanism of action in a normative way, a theoretical model of spatial emission reduction effect of digital economy development under the influence of economic agglomeration was developed. The results show an inverted U-shaped curve relationship between digital economy development and local carbon intensity and carbon emissions, and when the level of digital economy development is below a certain threshold, it shows a negative emission reduction effect of raising carbon intensity and increasing total carbon emissions, whereas when it exceeds this threshold, it shows a positive emission reduction effect of lowering carbon intensity and decreasing total carbon emissions. In addition, other scholars have empirically tested the effect of the digital economy on carbon emission decoupling by constructing a panel smooth transition regression (PSTR) model [31]; as well as narrowing down the industry, there
is a u-shaped correlation between carbon emissions in China's logistics industry, and it is in the first half of the u-shaped correlation [35]. And, through an in-depth study, ZHI QIANG LI and YING LIU [36] have explored the spatial distribution pattern of China's digital economy, specifically characterized by a huge gap in the level of digital economy development between regions. The overall level and high-quality development of the digital economy is not high and is mainly concentrated in the coastal areas and the middle reaches of the Yangtze River and the Yellow River. The level of digital economy development in different regions is not randomly distributed, but significantly spatially positively correlated agglomeration distribution. The existence of high and low agglomeration with significant spatial path dependence and spatial locking [37], this result indicates that there are significant differences in the effect of the development of the digital economy on carbon emissions among Chinese regions.

Although scholars at home and abroad have conducted comprehensive and in-depth studies on the impact factors and environmental improvement effects of the digital economy, and theoretically explained the impact of the digital economy on CO2 emissions, the above literature analysis shows that they still cannot provide sufficient empirical support for the impact of the digital economy on CO2 emissions. On the one hand, in the study of the relationship between economy and environment, the decoupling effect analysis is the best way to explain the phenomenon of "damage before repair" of resources and the environment over time. Therefore, introducing the decoupling model into the study of the relationship between digital economy development and carbon emissions is a complement to the empirical test method. On the other hand, the development of digital economy varies spatially, so it is necessary to study the spatial and temporal differences among regions in more detail and grasp the heterogeneity of decoupling between digital economy development and the environment in different regions. Through the above analysis, this paper analyzes the decoupling effect between regional digital economy development and carbon emissions in China based on decoupling theory, using two measures of the Tapio elastic decoupling model and the EKC model.

3. Data analysis and result

3.1. Speed decoupling analysis

Based on the Tapio decoupling model, the decoupling elasticity indices of digital economy development and carbon emissions in Chinese regions are calculated (Table 1). The results show that the decoupling relationship between digital economy development and carbon emissions includes six types: weak decoupling, strong decoupling, weak negative decoupling, strong negative decoupling, expansionary connection, and expansionary negative decoupling. Among them, the national digital economy development and carbon emissions have been weakly decoupled in the statistical year, but the state is different among regions. Three regions, Central, South, and Southwest China, have been in decoupling, with different years of strong decoupling, indicating that the conflict between the development of the digital economy and the environment tends to be moderated. North China, Northeast China, and Northwest China are in negative decoupling for 1-2 years, and the development of the digital economy and carbon emissions are decreasing in the same direction and the rate of decrease of the digital economy is greater than the rate of decrease of carbon emissions, but these regions are in weak decoupling for most of the time in the statistical year. East China also experiences the "decoupled-un-decoupled-decoupled" state, but its un-decoupled state is an expansionary connection, indicating that digital economic development and regional carbon emissions are growing at the same rate. It can be seen that even though a few regions are in the non-decoupled state in 1-2 years, the overall performance is still in a more desirable decoupled state. This is because, from 2013-2019, China is in the "12th Five-Year Plan" and "13th Five-Year Plan" period, the country will take energy conservation and emission reduction as an important grasp to adjust the industrial structure and transform the development mode of enterprises, and optimize the industrial structure and eliminate backward production capacity as the primary task of energy conservation and emission reduction. The implementation of the national big data strategy and the promotion of open sharing of digital resources has kept the decoupling index mostly below 0.8, and carbon emissions and the digital economy in all regions of the country remain decoupled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North China</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>Strong decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>Weak negative decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>Weak negative decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>Strong negative decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East China</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>Expansion of the connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>Weak decoupling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Volume decoupling analysis

The EKC model was developed based on the traditional EKC hypothesis to capture the relationship between environmental pollution and economic growth, which is described in linear and nonlinear terms in terms of GDP per capita.

\[
\ln Y_C = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \ln r_d + \beta_2 (\ln r_d)^2 + \epsilon
\]

(1)

\[
\ln Y_C = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \ln r_d + \beta_2 (\ln r_d)^2 + \beta_3 (\ln r_d)^3 + \epsilon
\]

(2)

Where \( Y_C \) is the regional carbon emissions, \( r_d \) indicates the regional digital economy development level; \( \beta_0 \) is the intercept \( \beta_1, \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_3 \) are the parameters to be estimated, \( \epsilon \) is the random error, the purpose of taking the logarithm of the variables is to eliminate the fluctuation trend and heteroskedasticity.

Regression analysis was performed on the data from 2013-2019 using Stata statistical software (the results are shown in Table 2), with p-statistics in parentheses; *, **, and *** indicate passing significance tests at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively, and R2 indicates the goodness of fit. As can be seen from Table 2, the EKC curve model achieved a good fit, and different optimal models were fitted nationally as well as for each region individually. The fit of the model (1) from the national perspective is higher than all coefficients are significant (\( \beta_0 < 0, \beta_1 > 0, \beta_2 < 0, \beta_3 = 0 \)), and the fitted curve is a decreasing interval "U-shaped" curve with no inflection point. From the perspective of each region, the coefficients of the fitted equations in East China and Northwest China are not significant, indicating that the curves do not conform to the EKC model and there may be multiple inflection points. North China (\( \beta_0 < 0, \beta_1 > 0, \beta_2 < 0, \beta_3 = 0 \)) and Southwest China (\( \beta_0 < 0, \beta_1 < 0, \beta_2 > 0, \beta_3 = 0 \)) regions fit the model (1) better and the coefficients are significant, and the fitted graph of North China is "inverted U-shaped" with the inflection point in the year of In 2016, the fitted graph for Southwest China is a decreasing interval "U-shaped" curve with no inflection point. Northeast (\( \beta_0 < 0, \beta_1 < 0, \beta_2 > 0, \beta_3 < 0 \)), Central China (\( \beta_0 < 0, \beta_1 > 0, \beta_2 < 0, \beta_3 = 0 \)), and South China (\( \beta_0 > 0, \beta_1 > 0, \beta_2 > 0, \beta_3 > 0 \)) regions are more suitable for model (2), and the fitted graphs are first The fitted graphs are "inverted N" with the year of the inflection point in 2017, "N" with the year of the inflection point in 2014, "N" with the year of the inflection point in 2015. It can be seen that the state presented by most regions in the latter years of the statistical interval is that the regional carbon emissions decrease as the development of the digital economy rises.
4. Conclusion

The decoupling impact of regional digital economy development on carbon emissions is investigated in this research using two metrics of Tapio elastic decoupling and the EKC curve. The findings confirm the decoupling link between the digital economy and carbon emissions, and they infer that the effect varies greatly among locations. Unlike classic model regression, this article discovers that the link between digital economy development and carbon emission is not only "inverted U-shaped" as previously examined, but also "U", "N-shaped", and "inverted N-shaped". The intervals contain decreasing intervals, indicating that the conflict between digital economy expansion and carbon emissions has been alleviated. The results of this study are complementary to those obtained from traditional regression models. However, as the rise of digital economy is not long, it is also reflected from the data in this paper. Therefore, the study of the decoupling effect of digital economy and carbon emissions needs to be continuously promoted in the future to extend the observation years.

In each area of China, there is a decoupling effect between digital economy development and carbon emissions, although it is unstable. Half of the areas have a "decoupled-non-decoupled" transition, and the inflection point of the digital economy's influence on carbon emissions in East China, Southwest China, and Northwest China is unknown. This suggests that these regions may only focus on the digital economy's strong carbon reduction benefits in enabling the traditional industrial development model, while ignoring the reality that the digital economy has high negative carbon externalities, i.e., the development of the digital economy generates carbon emissions. If the construction of a digital economy is pursued unilaterally without linking it to carbon emission reduction and high quality rather than high-speed development, the two will always be in a contradictory relationship.

The gap in China's digital economy development level is gradually decreasing regionally, but the development gap between cities within each region is gradually widening. In carbon emissions, there are significant differential effects in both inter- and intra-regional cities. This also explains some extent that the decoupling relationship verified in the previous section is not a strong decoupling, and most of the regions are in a weak decoupling state. It means that the development of prefecture-level cities in China is uneven, and the mismatch between the development of decoupling and economic development within cities is prominent, and these cities will face the double task of "maintaining growth" and "promoting decoupling" in the future process of digital economy development and green decoupling construction. The findings give some inspiration for future research, such as the causes of the decoupling effect. This will require scholars to analyze the impact of groups in regions with a micro perspective in subsequent studies.

This paper incorporates decoupling impact analysis into the investigation of the link between digital economy development and carbon emissions using two measures: speed and quantity decoupling. Unlike earlier studies, present empirical research on the link between the digital economy and carbon emissions is insufficient, and most research techniques are classic regression models; nevertheless, the incorporation of decoupling models enhances the empirical research methods of this study. Furthermore, the results of empirical studies in this field are supplemented by a more in-depth analysis of the decoupling effect between digital economy development and carbon emissions in each region of China, as well as the dynamic evolution differences between regions, providing theoretical references to promote high-quality digital economy development in each region.
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